EXECUTIVE BRIEF

Enterprise IT infrastructure can be expensive, costly to
maintain, and often difficult to scale – inhibiting business
agility. IT professionals don’t have a simple, proven
method of determining the optimal infrastructure
required to support their various application workloads,
nor do they have a uniform basis for understanding how
the underlying virtualized infrastructure is performing
once it is deployed. What is needed is a full-stack
infrastructure performance management solution that
provides an authoritative understanding of performance,
health and utilization of the infrastructure from the
application and host, across the switching network, to
the storage array.

Virtual Instruments Value

Assure infrastructure performance in support of your key applications

VirtualWisdom offers App-centric
Infrastructure Performance Management
With your complex different environments come
disparate tools and dashboards that don’t connect the
dots from your apps to your infrastructure. This lack of
correlation leads to various teams having a lot of devicespecific data, but no definitive answers when it comes to
performance of applications and entire systems.
Virtual Instrument’s VirtualWisdom offers comprehensive
infrastructure management that address this challenge
with proactive actionable insights that dramatically
decrease risk to your infrastructure and increase the ROI
of your IT infrastructure investments. It correlates the
millions of data points about health, utilization, and
performance from every level of your infrastructure—
from application and host to your storage network. It
analyzes them, in real time, presenting you with insights,
trends, emergent issues, and potential optimization paths
for performance gains and better utilization.

Balance and tune infrastructure for optimal performance & cost

Proactive problem identification and resolution expedites remediation

Load DynamiX Storage Testing & Validation
The Load DynamiX Enterprise is used to validate storage
infrastructure performance and understand how changes
in application workload behavior affect storage
performance. It’s an integrated solution for workload
acquisition, workload analysis, workload modeling and
workload performance analytics.
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Contextualize and Visualize Your Infrastructure

VirtualWisdom & Load DynamiX Benefits
• Increase your existing infrastructure’s performance by 50% or more
• See up to a 50% reduction in planned infrastructure spend through optimization of existing assets
• Reduce system-wide latency by half or more
• Proactive visibility before a potential issue becomes a major problem
• Guarantee SLAs and show evidence of performance
• Reduce troubleshooting time by 80%
• Realize ROI within 6-9 months
• Save over 50% on storage costs by determining optimal systems and configurations for each of
your application workloads
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